
Research Questions!
Is there a specific prosody in familiar proverbs that differ 
from a standard tonal pattern and speaking rate? 

Do children show the same patterns as adults? 

Hypotheses:!
o  A standard tonal pattern can be identified and should be 

most common in novel control sentences. 

o  Proverbs should show a characteristic prosody different 
from the standard tonal pattern and rate. 

o  Children should be less familiar with proverbs overall but 
show similar prosody to adults in the familiar proverbs. 

!

Proverbs: faster speaking rate!
o  No significant differences adults vs. children 

o  Significant difference between sentence 
types: 
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Participants 

o  10 female adults, mean age 29 yrs old 

o  5 children, mean age 12:11 yrs old 
o  Native speakers of Stockholm Swedish 

 
o  Proverb Familiarity Questionnaire: 

•  Recognizes/has heard/uses 
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Proverbs and formulaic language!
o  Formulaic language: familiar and conventionalized  

expressions, for example proverbs (Van Lancker Sidtis, 2004) 

o  Dual processing of language hypothesis (Van Lancker Sidtis, 2004) 

Formulaic utterances are stored holistically and 
processed differently compared to novel language  

o  Prosody (e.g. tonal pattern, stress & speech rate) – 
a less explored property of formulaic utterances 
(Ashby 2006; Sidtis, 2003; Van Lancker, Canter & Terbeek, 1981) 

o  Prediction: there are proverb-specific prosodic patterns 

o  Little is known about acquisition of formulaic language - 
some evidence that children can learn idioms incidentally 
(Reuterskiöld & Sidtis, 2012) !

Swedish prosody#

o  Swedish is a pitch accent language with two different 
word accents (Accent I & Accent II), associated with two 
tonal patterns each depending on degree of stress. 

o  Tonal pattern at the sentence level: mostly determined 
by syntax and stress (Bruce, 2012) 

•  Interaction between word accents follows a 
predictable pattern: 

Sentences with ≥3 words: an initial and a final weight 
(=“standard” tonal pattern) 

Analyses!
o  Swedish Tonal Transcription (Bruce, 2012) 

    à 3 groups of tonal patterns: 
    >5 identical patterns in one sentence: 

 Standard (more weight/stress) 
 Less stress (less weight/stress) 

    <5 identical: All other 
o  Rate (syllables/seconds) (Boersma & Weenink, 2012) 
 

Procedures!
o  Reading task 

o  7 proverbs and matched novel 
sentences (#words/syll., syntax, word accent) 

Examples: 
Proverb: Ensam är stark (“Alone is strong”) 

Novel: Lasse är svag (“Peter is weak”) 

!
 

The "dual processing of language" hypothesis states that conventionalized, 
familiar expressions, such as proverbs, are stored and processed holistically in 
contrast to novel language. One prediction from this hypothesis is that 
proverbs are spoken with a characteristic prosody (melody) stored along with 
the proverb. To test this prediction, 7 proverbs and matched novel sentences 
were read by 15 Swedish females (10 adults, 5 children) and analyzed in terms 
of tonal patterns and speaking rate. 
    Results: Novel sentences were more often produced with a “more stress”/
standard tonal pattern than familiar proverbs, χ2(1) = 4.91, p = 0.027. 
Proverbs were spoken with a significantly faster rate than novel sentences and 
a “less stress” tonal pattern seemed to be proverb-specific. Children had less 
familiarity with the proverbs and showed more variability in tonal patterns. 

 

o  Proverbs less 
familiar (C: 57%, A:94%) 

o  Distribution of 
standard and less 
stress patterns 
similar to adults 

o  Chi-square N.S. 

o  The standard tonal pattern is used significantly more often in novel 
sentences than in proverbs in adult speakers (χ2(1) = 4.91, p = 0.027) 

o  Some evidence that the less stress pattern is specific to proverbs 
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Tonal patterns of proverbs: different from novel sentences!
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Children are more variable!
!
 

Contact: ae.hallin@nyu.edu  

o  Specifies high tones (H) and low tones (L) 
o  Tonal pattern categories: 
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Tonal Transcription Example!
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Standard Non-Standard Standard Non-Standard 

Novel Sentences Familiar Proverbs 

Tonal 
Patterns 

Standard 
Less stress 
Other 

Standard Non-Standard Standard Non-Standard 

Familiar Proverbs Novel Sentences 

Novel Sentences Familiar Proverbs 

Paired samples t-test: t(85)=5.56,  p<0.0001 

Lasse 
(Peter 

är 
is 

svag 
weak) 

H*LH H*L 

Ensam 
(Alone 

är 
is 

stark 
strong) 

H*L L% 
Tonal transcription: 
novel sentence & 

proverb 
 

Type Tonal pattern 
Accent I =  L*H 
Accent II =  H*LH 
Accent I =  HL* 
Accent II =  H*L 
Initial Tones =  %L, %H 
Final Tones =  L%, LH% 
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There is a standard tonal pattern in Swedish 

o  A common standard tonal pattern was identified: more 
stressed words, especially in the beginning and in the end 
of sentences 

o  More used in the novel sentences than in the proverbs 

Is there a proverb-specific prosody? 
o  Subjects seem to distinguish prosody of proverbs from 

matched novel sentences by using a non-standard tonal 
pattern more often and a faster speaking rate 

o  In most proverbs a common “less stress” pattern could be 
found – gives some support that a proverb-specific tonal 
pattern exists 

o  Faster rate in proverbs is in line with one earlier idiom-
study (Van Lancker, Canter & Terbeek, 1981) – effect of familiarity? 

Variability in children!
o  Children had a faster rate in proverbs and showed 

evidence of the same “less stress” pattern as adults 

o  12-year-old children may not yet have acquired the 
standard tonal pattern that adults use in a reading task 

o  Level of familiarity might also be different 

Possible limitations!
o  Task effects, for both proverbs and novel sentences: 

o  Reading task less natural?  

o  “List-intonation” (a rising tone at the end which is 
common in reading tasks)? 

Conclusion!
The current project gives additional support to the dual 
processing of language hypothesis: proverbs are spoken with 
a faster rate and with less use of a standard prosodic 
pattern compared to matched novel sentences.  


